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Coefficients　of　PIG　in　refrigerator　and　electric　fan　are　positive　and　significant　as　l　predicted．　The
values　of　washing　machine　and　TV　set　are　20％－significant．　In　genera1，　we　can　perceive　correla－
tion　between　the　prospect　for　income　growth　and　the　initial　purchase　schedule　of　some　goods，
though　there　is　difference　about　the　significant　period　among　goods．　Promising　prospect　for
income　growth　boosted　the　initial　preference　for　some　goods．
　　　　Imade　also　time　series　analyses　of　price　change　and　PS，　though　not　presented　in　this　paper．
PS　of　some　goods　such　as　TV　set，　electric　fan　and　refrigerator　have　slight　negative　correlation
between　PS　and　price　cut－down　in　a　certain　period．　However，　it　is　only　rough　trend　from　the且ong－
term　point　of　view．　We　may　suppose　that　there　is　a　certain　price且evel　for　each　goods，　at　which
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Tab且e　6　RegresSi①n　Analysie　of・PS・and・PIG，　APIPS　and　UIG
Dependent　Vahable
hndependent　Variable
　　　　　　　　　PS
oIG　　　　DR　　　　R2
　　　APIPS
tIG　　　　R2
Wardrobe 　一〇．0235　　　－0．0917　　　　0，6465
i－1．1882）　　（－0．7447）
　0．4866　　　　0．0411
i0．5853）
Sewing　Machine　0．0071　　掌寧一〇．0923　　　　0．6165　　　　　　　　　　　囁
i0．4262）　　（－1．9015）
　1．0689　　　　0．0911
i0．8952）
Washing　Machineホ0．0812　　　－0．0709　　　　0．2212
i1．5705）　　（－L3160）
縣ホ P。 643　　　　0．5342
i3．0292）
Rice　Cooker 　0．0499　寧料一〇．1371　　　0．8301
i1．1917）　　（－3．2761）
0．0294　　　　0．0006
i0．719）
Re艶dgeratorホ申ホO．2144　　　　0．0267　　　　0．8589
@（3．8533）　　（0．4807）
ホ綿P．6025　　　0．4370
i2．4918）
Electric　Fan ＊騨O．1353　　　－0．0446　　　　0．5931
@（2．3920）　　（－0．7550）
　L 429　　　　0．1107
i0．9978）
TV　Set 串0，1228　　噛串一〇．0845　　　　0．3201
iL4822）　　（－1．8832）
　一〇．2149　　　　0．0068
i－0．2343）　舳
Bicycle 料喰一〇．0508　　　　0．1998　　　　0．6784
@（－4．1646）　　（1．1835）
　2．6230　　　　0．1492
i1．1846）
DR：Diffusion　Rate　at　the　Time　of　Schedule
（t－value）＊＊＊5％，＊＊10％，＊20％－significant
preference　for　the　goods　is　intensified．　It　is　difficult　to　estimate　the　price　leve且，　however，　We　had
better　think　the　price　cut－down　to　a　certain　level　is　one　of　the　requirements　for　the　boost　of　each
goods．　There　is　liωe　evidence　that　price　cut－down　immediately　caused　sharp　increase　of　the
demand．
　　　　To　sum　up　the　findings　in　this　section，　what　kind　of　goods　diffused　rapidly　in　the　previous
year　was　the　most　significant　factor　that　determined　latent　demand　for　each　consumer　durables．
This　fact　suggest　that　sudden　boost　of　the　diffusion　rate　of　the　goods　in　one　period　was　signifi－
cant　to　the　long－term　trend　of　the　diffusion　of　each　goods．
　　　　Icould　not　propose　the　evidence　that　the　change　of　relative　price　p且ayed　a　major　role　in　mak－
ing　purchase　schedu璽e，
　　　　Prospect　for　income　growth　influenced　the　purchase　schedu】e　of　each　goods　differently．　In
the　later　1950s，　latent　demand　for　TV　set，　refrigerator　or　electric　fan　was　intensified．　Refrigerator，
cleaner，　electric　fan，　and　washing　machine　were　strongly　preferred　from　1961，　when　the　prospect
for　income　growth　was　markedly　improved．
（2）Achievement　of　Schedule　or　lmpulsiveness
　　　Turn　to　discuss　the　value　of　APIPS．　This　value　is　a　degree　of　actua且purchase　that　exceeds　or
does　not　reach　the　initial　purchase　schedu且e．　PS　also　would　be　affected　by　many　factors．　If　new
appealing　product　is　put　on　sa且e　one　day，　people　may　rush　to　buy　it　although　they　have　had　no
plan　to　buy　the　goods　in　the　beginning　of　the　period．　Strong　campaign　or　impressive　TV　commer－
cial　may　cause　change　in　preference．　Sudden　desire　may　be　created　when　he　or　she且ooks　at　some
durable　goods　at　hislher　friend’shouse．　In　the　case　of　familiar　goods，　people　will　buy　one　for
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renewal　when　some　troubles　happen．　As　for　inexpensive　goods，　initial　purchase　schedule　at　the
beginning　of　the　period　may　be　meaningless．
　　　　In　the　opposite　case，　even　if　people　have　wanted　to　purchase　the　goods，　they　cannot　afford　to
buy　it　for　some　reason　or　other．　In　one　case，　people　may　put　off　the　purchase　of　one　goods　when
they　must　precede　emergency　spending　such　as　medica且expenses．　In　another　case，　someone　had
p且anned　to　buy　refrigerator　initially．　When　new　product　of　TV　set　was　put　in　sale　and　it　was　more
attractive　than　had　been　expected，　helshe　could　have　changed　his／her　mind　to　purchase　the　TV
seしConsequently，　refrigerator　might　have　been　pos1poned．
　　　　It　is　beyond　the　scope　of　this　study　to　make　comprehensive　analysis　of　such　factors．　Social
psychological　factors　might　be　complicated．　In　this　study，　I　will　examine　measurable　factors　that
are　hkely　to　affect　APIPS．
　　　　First，　APIPS　may　reflect　the　strength　of　desire　for　the　certain　goods．　If　the　strength　of　desire
is　in　proportion　with　the　initial　preference，　APIPS　and　PS　will　be　positively　correlated．　Figure　4・
（1）and　4・（2）do　not　Seem　to　support　this　predict，　however．　Peop且e　do　not　always　purchase　con－
sumer　durab且es　according　to　the　initial　preference．　In　other　words，　people　purchase　some　goods
impulsively　and　cannot　afford　to　buy　other　goods　that　they　have　wanted　to　get．
　　　　Next，　consider　relative　price．　If　the　price　of　the　goods　is　cut　down　to　unexpectedly　low　Ieve1，
some　households　may　purchase　the　goods　despite　lack　of　initial　plan．　On　the　other　hand，　if　the
price　cut－down　is　smaller　than　expected，　people　may　put　off　their　initial　purchase　schedule。
Accordingly，　unexpected　price　cut－down　of　some　goods　may　cause　increase　in　APIPS　relatively　to
the　other　goods．　lt　is　difficult　to　measure　unexpected　price　change　precisely，　but　I　presumed　that
households　regard　average　price　change　in　previous　two　years　as　expected　price　change　in　the
next　period．　Thus，　I　defined　unexpected　price　change　as　the　difference　between　price　change　in
the　current　period　and　average　price　change　in　the　previous　two　years．　Sca賃er　plot　and　regression
ana且ysis　is　shown　in　Figure　6・（1），（2）．　Both　coefficients　in　1958！59　and　in　1962163　are　negative　as
Ipredicted，　but　not　significant．　We　cannot　explain　very　well　about　the　distribution　of　APlPS
・m・ng　9・・d・by　unexp・・t・d　p・ice　changel6．
　　　　Turn　now　to　time－series　analysis．　The　value　of　AP！PS　would　be　affected　by　unexpected
income　growth．　If　income　grow　faster　than　expected，　more　households　will　purchase　some　goods
than　had　been　scheduled　initially．
　　　　For　the　time－series　analysis，　I　created　a　new　value　in　order　to　measure　the　degree　of　unex－
pected　income　growth．　Tab且e　5　shows　the　value．　It　is　calculated　with　the　method　similar　to　PIG．
We　can　obtain　the　data　from　SPCD　about　the　results　of　income　growth　in　the　last　one－year．
Households　supposed　to　choose　one　out　of　six　answers　similar　to　the　prospect　for　income　growth．
Ica且cuiated　the　value　of　the　results　of　income　growth（RIG）with　the　same　weight　as　PIG．　Sub－
tract　PIG　from　RIG．　I　get　the　new　value，　then．　I　defined　this　value　as　a　degree　of　unexpected
income　growth（UIG）．　UIG　describes　similar　trend　to　PIG　until　August　1961．　After　then，　UIG　fell
rather　quickly．
　　　Turn　now　to　Figure　7。　This　figure　shows　the　time　series　APIPS　of　eleven　goods　identica且to
Figure　5．　I　can　point　out　three　marked　facts　on　this　figure．　First　is　that　the　relative　level　of　APIPS
20
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among　goods　except　scooterlmotor　cycle　and　passenger　car　seems　to　be　rather　unchanged　during
this　period．　TV　set　and　bicycle　were　always　purchased　more　than　scheduled．　Actual　purchase　of
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refrigerator，　washing　machine　and　wardrobe　could　not　often　reach　the　initial　schedule，　The　level
of　APIPS　seems　to　be　peculiar　to　each　goods．　The　number　of　households　who　actually　purchased
TV　set　is　annually　two　or　three　times　as　the　number　of　those　who　had　planned　initially．　It　is　nat－
ural　that　I　could　not　find　any　significant　results　in　the　cross　sectional　analysis　of　APIPS．　These
facts　may　reflect　the　style　of　consumer　behavior　in　Japan’s　high　growth　period．　Consumer　behav－
ior　for　each　durables　seems　to　have　been　stable　through　this　period．　People　bought　the　goods　such
as　TV　set　rather　impulsively．　Refrigerator　and　washing　machine　were　scheduled　to　purchase　by
many　households．　Nevertheless，　the　actual　purchase　of　such　goods　was　often　procrastinated．
　　　　Secondly，　the　values　of　all　goods　but　rice　cooker　and　scooterlmotor　cyc】e，　indicate　consider－
able　rise　in　the　period　from　August　1960　to　August　1961，　when　UIG　recorded　highest．　As　for　TV
set，　APIPS　was　boosted　in　195917．
　　　　The　third　fact　is　that　eliminating　the　effect　of　seasonal　fluctuation，　the　values　of　all　goods
but　TV　set，　scooterlmotof　cycle　and　passenger　car，　describe　upward　trend　untn　August　1961，　drop
in　the　next　year，　and　are　constanし
　　　　Ialso　made　regression　analyses　about　eight　goods．　We　can　see　the　results　in　Table　6．　Coeff卜
cients　of　all　goods　but　TV　set　are　positive　as　had　been　expected・Two　values　about　washing
machine　and　refrigerator　are　significanしAt　least　the　purchase　of　washing　machine　and　refrigera－
t・・w・・ec…id・・ably・ffect・d　by　unexpect・d　inc・m・g・・wthl8
　　　　We　have　found　that　the　period　from　August　1960　to　August　1961　is　remarkable，　Figure　8
shows　the　change　rate　of　APlPS　in　each　goods　and　the　change　rate　of　price　in　the　period．　We
could　not　find　negative　correlation　of　the　two　values　among　goods．　It　is　suggested　that　effective
demand　for　refrigerator　be　boosted　by　its　drastic　price　cut－down．　This　period　may　have　been　cru一
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cial　for　the　rapid　diffusion　of　refrigerator　after　then．
　　　　To　sum　up　this　section，　people　did　not　always　rush　impulslvely　to　the　goods　whose　price　cut－
down　was　faster．　APIPS　seems　to　have　been　peculiar　to　goods．　The　relative　values　of　APIPS
among　the　goods　were　rather　constant．　APIPS　rose　drastically　in　the　period　from　August　1960　to
August　1961，　when　the　unexpected　income　growth　was　highest．
6．Concluding　Remarks
　　　　How　can　we　describe　the　history　about　the　diffuslon　of　consumer　durables　with　our　finding
facts（Figure　5，7，9and　others）？
　　　Take　an　example　of　TV　set．　TV　set　was　an　extraordinary　goods　in　the　point　the　APIPS　was
always　high．　The　crucia且period　for　the　rapid　diffusion　of　TV　set　seems　to　be　the　year　1959．　TV
sets　were　purchased　impulsively　more　than　before，　It　may　be　because　the　price　of　TV　set　was
falling　drastically　or　unusuai　event　such　as　‘prince　wedding’　was　held．　Therefore，　actual　pur－
chase　of　TV　set　increased　rapidly．　Then，　people　who　did　not　possess　TV　set　came　to　have　strong
preference　for　TV　set，　because　of　’demonstration　effects’．Promising　prospect　for　the　future
income　also　accelerated　this　movement．　Actual　income　growth　rea｝ized　the　latent　demand，　then．
In　that　way，　the　upward　spiral　for　TV　set　was　created　in　1959．
　　　　The　process　about　refrigerator　was　different．　Many　households　came　to　prefer　refrigerator　as
the　prospect　for　income　growth　was　getting　better　in　the　late　l950s．　It　may　be　caused　also　by　the
fall　of　relative　price，　though　I　could　find　no　firm　evidence．　Nevertheless，　the　schedule　did　noI
often　achieved．　It　may　be　because　TV　set　was　given　priority．　Most　househo且ds　preferred　the　goods
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that　had　been　popularized　rapidly．　Unexpected　income　growth　in　the　period　from　l960　to　1961
changed　the　situation　around　refrigeratoL　Much　more　households　purchased　refrigerator　than
schedu｝ed．　Drastic　price　cロt－down　a）so　may　have　contributed　to　the　boom．　Theηthe　diffusion　rate
was　considerably　raised．　Preference　to　refrigerator　was　intensified　by　‘demonstration　effects’
and　by　the　most　promising　prospect　for　the　future　income　growth　in　l961．　The　new　upward　spiral
began　then．　The　rate　of　achievement　to　initial　schedule　about　refrigerator　declined　after　this
booming　perjod．　However，　the　preference　for　refrigeraIor　had　been　considerab】y　in！ensified．　The
upward　spiral　could　not　stop．　Cleaner，　electric　fan　or　washing　machine　seems　to　have　fo110wed　a
similar　process．
　　　　In　that　way，　electric　appliances　were　diffused　rapidly　one　by　one　in　Japan’shigh　growth
period．
　　　　At　the　closing　of　this　study，　I　would　like　to　emphasize　four　points　regarding　the　diffusion　of
consumer　durables．　First　is　that　6income　growth’　in　a　narrow　sense　did　not　necessarily　play　a
major　role　in　the　diffusion　of　electric　household　appliances，　especially　TV　set　and　rice　cooker．
Second　is　that　consumers　preferred　to　the　goods　which　had　been　diffused　more　rapidly　than　oth－
ers　in　those　days．　It　is　important　from　the　long－term　perspective．　Third　is　that　most　househo置ds
had　promising　prospect　for　the　future　income　growth　from　1959　to　l962．　As　a　resu且t，　the　latent
demand　for　such　goods　as　TV　set，　refrigerator，　electric　fan　was　raised．　It　is　important　from　the
mid－term　perspective．　Forth　is　that　unexpected　income　growth　in　the　period　from　1960　to　l961
boosted　effective　demand　for　almost　all　kinds　of　electric　appliances，　especially　refrigerator　and
electric　fan．　lt　is　important　from　the　short－time　perspective．　The　background　of　the　above　second
to　fourth　points，　further　examination　regarding　price　change，　and　the　difference　of　consumer
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behavior　among　income　class　are　left　for　another　study．
1R．　Boyer［1990］　“The　Regulation　Schoo1：ACritical　Introduction”，Columbia　University
　　Press．　The　main　concern　of　‘Regulation’　school　seems　to　be　the　relationship　between　man－
　　agement　and　workers，　which　affected　income　distribution　and　production　system．
2An　excellent　overview　about　the　diffusion　of　consumer　durab且es　is　shown　in　H．
　　Yoshikawa［19951“Macroeconomics　and　the　Japanese　Economy，”Oxford　University　Press
3After　Sept．1958，　this　survey　was　called　“Survey　of　Prospect　for　Consumer　Behavior（Shohi－
　　sha　Doko　Yosoku　Chosa）”．The　data　in　this　study　is　obtained　from　Survey　of　prospect　for　con－
　　sumption　demand（Shohi　Juyo　Y6soku　Chosa）insofar　as　l　do　not　make　a　special　remark．
4Retail　price　data　is　obtained　from　EPS［1960］“White　Paper　on　National　Lifestyle（Kokumin
　　Seikatsu　Hakusho）p121，　Dempa　Publications　Co．【1963】　“Electronics　Industry　Yearbook
　　（Denshi　Kogyo　Nenkan）”and　‘Monthly　Report　on　the　Retail　Price　Survey’（Kouri　Bukka
　　Tokei　Chosa　Hokoku）’by　Bureau　of　Statistics，　Office　of　the　Prime　Minister．　Earnings　are　the
　　data　of　‘Household　Survey（Kakei　Chosa）’．
5There　are　some　problems　in　the　procedure　of　calculating　DI．　In　the　SPCD，　there　are　two　figures
　　about　the　diffusion　rates　by　income　class．　Take　an　example　of　TV　set，　one　is　the　percentage　of
　　the　number　of　househo】ds　who　possess　one　set　of　TV．　The　other　rate　is　about　the　households
　　possessing　two　or　more　sets　of　TV．　There　is　no　available　data　about　whether　househo且ds　have
　　two，　three　or　more　sets．　Then　we　must　estimate　about　that．　However，　we　do　not　have　convinc－
　　ing　way　for　the　estimation．　Therefore，　I　supposed　there　is　no　households　who　have　three　or
　　more　sets．　This　supposition　is　not　always　exceptional．　The　average　percentage　of　the　number　of
　　households　who　have　two　or　more　sets　of　TV　is　only　O．1％in　February　1958．　The　percentage
　　about　the　highest　income　class　is　1．5％。　The　average　percentage　in　refrigerator　is　lower　than　TV
　　set　and　the　percentage　in　bicycle　is　higher．　Then　we　may　underestimate　DI　about　some　goods．
　　The　percentage　about　two－or－more．sets　owner　is　higher　in　later　years　in　almost　aH　goods．　For
　　example，　the　average　percentage　of　TV　set　is　6．5％and　the　figure　about　highest　income　ciass　is
　　32．2％in　August　1963．　The　degree　of　underestimation　is　probably　larger　in　1963　than　in　1958．
　　We　must　take　care　about　the　quality　of　goods，　too．　DI　is　correct　value　only　if　the　all　products
　　in　each　goods　have　the　same　quality．　It　is，　however，　strong　presumption．　Households　in　the
　　higher　income　class　may　have　possessed　high－quality　goods．　For　examp】e，　mos重people　bought
　　a14－inch－TV　set，　but　some　rich　family　could　purchase　larger　one．　In　this　point，　we　may　be
　　underestimating，　too」t　is　difficult　to　predict　whether　we　may　underestimate　more　or　less　in　the
　　later　years　than　in　the　earlier　years．　As　for　TV　set，96％of　the　production　are　l4－inch　sets　in
　　l958．　In　1963　the　share　of　l20r　smaller　inch－sets，14　to　l6　inch　sets，　and　17　to　19　inch　sets　are
　　20％，68％，and　ll％respectively．　People　could　also　get　coior　TV　sets　then．　Households　in　high－
　　er　income　class　may　have　preferred　bigger　TV　sets　or　smaller　for　their　second　purchase，
　　Accordingly，　we　cannot　predict　correctly　only　with　these　data．　However，　if　we　take　it　into　con－
　　sideration　that　high－quality　goods　apPeared　one　after　another　in　those　days，　the　degree　of
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　　underestimation　in　later　years　may　be　higher．
6Economic　Planning　Agency【1963】“White　Paper　on　the　National　Lifestyle”（Kokumin　Seikat－
　　su　Hakusho）referred　‘the　improvement　and　equalization　of　consumer　actMty’．
7Precisely　CDI　is　the　value　for　the　effect　of　the　change　in　income　distribution．　During　this　peri－
　　od，　however，　income　of　most　households　was　growing　rapidly．　If　the　diffusion　rate　in　each
　　income　class　had　been　determined　by　the　income　level　at　the　initial　time，　we　can　consider　CDI
　　as　the　effect　of　income　growth．
8　We　can　consider　that　increase　in　the　diffusion　rate　paralleled　the　increase　in　sales　of　each　goods
　　in　the　period　of　diffusion．　Once　diffused　widely，　we　cannot　estimate　in　such　a　way　because
　　there　is　much　demand　for　renewal　or　second　one．
91n　the　reverse　case，　we　may　overestimate．　However，　in　the　period　of　rapid　growth，　underestima－
　　tion　is　more　possible。
10The　highest　class　defined　as、1，400，0000r　more　from　l961．　Considerable　number　of　households
　　belonged　to　lowest　two　classes　especially　in　the　late　l950s．
11Price　data　in　this　figure　are　quoted　from　the　WPI　which　is　measured　by　EPA　in　l9581590r
　　Bank　of　Japan（BOJ）in　l962！63，　We　have　little　retail－price　data　on　the　same　basis．　According－
　　1y，　our　analysis　with　price　is　li血ited．　It　is　difficult　to　make　a　meaningful　regression　ana且ysis
　　due　to　scarcity　of　the　data．
12As　for　TV　set　and　refrigerator，　each　of　which　sold　at　approximately　the　same　price．　We　may
　　say　the　foilowing．　The　price　cut－down　of　TV　was　more　drastic　than　that　of　refrigerator　in　the
　　later　1950s．　The　price　cuレdown　of　refrigerator　was　more　rapid　than　that　of　TV　set　in　the　eariy
　　1960s．　Consequently，　TV　sets　were　diffused　rapidly　in　the　late　1950s　and　refrigerator　did　so　in
　　the　ear且y　l960s．　We　cou】d　a且so　explain　the　fact　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　preference　for　each
　　goods．　Allyway，　we　do　not　have　sufficient　evidence　of　data．
13AP　is　supposed　to　be　in　proportion　with　increase　of　the　diffusion　rate（H2－Hl），　Increase　in
　　the　diffusion　rates　is　not　always　identical　to　AP　in　SPCD．　Possible　reason　is　retirement　of
　　goods，　grant　free，　etc．
14We　can　obtain　the　data　of　PS　and　AP　about　every　income　class．　Consumer　behavior　may　have
　　been　different　by　income　class．　However，　it　is　impossible　to　calcu且ate　APIPS　of　every　income
　　class　because　the　income　distribution　changes　during　the　period．　In　this　study，　I　w川take　the
　　behavior　of　‘average　consumer’．
15　‘Demonstration　effects’　is　that　peop且e　are　inclined　to　desire　for　the　kind　of　goods　which
　　other　people　possess，
161also　made　multiple　regression　analyses　regarding　APIPS　and　PS，　unexpected　price　changes．　I
　　could　not　find　any　s　ignificant　results，　however．
17The　boost　of　APlPS　in　TV　set　may　be　the　result　of　the　‘Prince　Wedding’boom．
181made　a　time　series　analysis　of　AP／PS　and　unexpected　price　change．　However，　I　could　not　fi　nd
　　significant　results　as　the　cross　sectional　ana董ysis・
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